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1. Colton (G.W.): Comparative Size of Lakes and Islands lithograph, 15 x 12 in. (38 x 30 cm) New York, 1855.
Our cover features this typical chart comparing various lakes and islands at the same scale. As of 1855 the Western Hemisphere had yet to be fully explored and the inclusion of the Black and
Caspian Seas as large lakes in the Eastern Hemisphere gives the impression that Europe has more geographical features than the new world.
2. & 3. Meyer (Joseph): [Geological and Biological Survey] lithograph, 23 x 8 in. (58 x 20 cm) Hildburghausen, 1845.
This pair of scientific charts is an illustrated introduction to natural history by the renowned publisher Joseph Meyer.

I. Introduction
Hidden amongst our collection of seminal world maps are a number of unusual pieces which
we call thematic world maps. During the 19th century, cartographic institutions among the
major publishing houses and geographical societies began to print world maps showing ever
more interesting and specialised material. They displayed data across a map in highly inventive
arrangements. These maps could be considered ‘Victorian Infographics’ and at the time it was
a revolutionary shift in visual presentation. Thematic maps were a way of learning and making
sense of a world about which there was ever more information.
This inclination to portray thematic information has roots in the age of exploration. Expeditions
led by Cook and Flinders resulted in published accounts of their significant discoveries as well
as charts which traced their routes around the world. Fine world maps showed these great
expeditions as a matter of scientific and political interest. Many of these world maps also included
phenomenological observations about ocean currents or meteorology. There has always been a
descriptive aspect to cartography but growing commercial demand heralded an emergence of
florid Victorian decoration on maps in addition to the stark aesthetic of purely scientific surveys.
Although our collection includes maps from a myriad of sources and periods, this catalogue
examines thematic maps with an emphasis on British and German publishers. Many cartographers
during the Enlightenment recorded the principles of natural history and employed an holistic
approach to  producing thematic maps. These from the Georgian era were often more academic
and were prepared for specific works and historical treatises. However, this catalogue will examine
maps which go beyond the geographical, organizing information with particular graphic appeal.
Our collection of thematic maps largely dates from the long 19th century. It’s heyday truly arose
between the 1840’s until the turn of the century, although data visualization continues to be
prominent today. The major publishers served an international market, printing untold geophysical
maps and an increasing array of charts describing the Empire, natural history and comparative
geography. They presented the educated reader with a sense of context in the world. At the
same time these piece reflected a degree of editorial control over national debate, engaging
various sides of commercial, political and military agendas. This leads to an important distinction:
thematic maps are far more likely to show the world exactly as it was understood to be, whereas
today we understand that infographics often select data sets to support a particular argument.  
This catalogue explores those nuances through close examination of maps both as historical
artefacts and inherently objets d’art.
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II. Before Thematic Maps
During the second half of the 18th century, completing the delineation of the continents was
a considerable achievement. In Britain, scientific maps eschewed the decoration of the Dutch
Golden Age and aimed to present   accurate geography with clarity. New projections, scales
and views were adapted to this end.  This section explores how apparently simple world maps
increasingly showed a variety of information. Scholars began to adapt maps to their own
ends; they used colour coding to classify the world and its peoples by religion and colonial
affiliation, while comparative geographical information was inserted around the map. Publishers
gradually began to take the format of a chart beyond the conventions of classical cartography.
3. Steiler (A.): Planiglog der Antipoden
steel engraving, 14 x 12 in. (35 x 30 cm)
Weimar, 1816.
This ‘Planiglog der Antipoden’ actually
shows the diametrically opposite sides
of the world. Traditional world maps
at this time would have composed the
Eastern and Western hemispheres in
adjacent circles. Here, those projections
have been combined into two map layers
within a single sphere. Contemporary
hand colour outlines the continents in
green (western) and yellow (eastern). In
addition, there are four projections of
the Northern and Southern hemipheres
as well as the regions with the majority
of the world’s waters and landmasses.
A complicated map, worthy of inspecting  
for antipodean purposes.

4. Neele (S.): The World steel engraving,
10 x 7 in. (25 x 18 cm) London, 1825.
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Although nowadays  maps tend to focus
on an accurate representation of the
present, they have also interpreted
the past from the very beginnings of
cartography. Such charts were useful
historical and literary devices. This
map was one of several prepared for a
Classical Oxford scholar to accompany
close readings of Herodotus, Thucydides
and Livy; a highly academic project.
Ancient place names have been
overlaid onto a recognizable  geographic
projection, with choice commentary
that contextualizes the ancient Greek
world. For example, Egypt was noted as
a country abounding in dates, while the
British Isles were notably undiscovered!

5. Radefeld (Carl): [World Map
showing the diverse formations across
the Earth’s surface] lithograph, 10 x 7
in. (25 x 18 cm) Hildburghausen, 1856.
This incredibly dense German ‘Erd
Karte’ is surrounded by tables listing
the numerial heights and masses of
the continents and their mountains.
Original hand colour identifies the
continents, which are   also shown
with illustrated topographic detail. The
continents swirl across the page in an
unusual double hemisphere oblique
polar projection.
6. Dower (John): The World in
Mercator’s Projection lithograph, 12 x
10 in. (30 x 25 cm) London, c1860.
According to the key in the lower left
corner, this map was constructed for
‘distinguishing the Principal states
and their colonies’ throughout the
world. Notably, the Chinese Empire
extends throughout Southeast Asia; if
only we could tell where the Japanese
Empire was once marked! The original
handcolouring obscures the actual
intentions of 150 years ago, but the
map indicates the balance of power
as perceived in the mid-nineteenth
century.

7. Wyld (James): The World on
Mercator’s Projection lithograph, 12 x 9
in. (30 x 22 cm) London, 1874.
A wonderfully detailed world map  
coloured to depict the continents. The
lower margins list the ‘Population of
the World according to the different
religious
sects’.
An
aggregate
population of 828 million peoples
is broken into various monotheistic
and polytheistic orders. These tables
may have been a later addition to the
engraving plate, as there is no further
reference to the regional distributions
of these communities on the map
itself.

III. Comparative Charts
Thematic maps first became widely available in alongside the many developments of the Industrial
Revolution. Educational reform and evolving technologies created the demand and opportunity
for mass publication; maps were no exception. New printing techniques portrayed very fine detail
which was crucial for scientific charts. Our examples here are drawn primarily from English and
German geographical institutes, which prepared atlases for international distribution. Duplication
of these graphic techniques became commonplace as new charts were drawn with awareness of
growing competition between leading editions.

A. Scientific Mapping

8. Wyld (James): Comparative Table of
Itinerary Measures lithograph, 16 x 10 in.
(40 x 25 cm) London, 1840.

9. Wyld (James): Table of the Comparative
Lengths of the Principal Rivers in the World
lithograph, 16 x 13 in. (40 x 32 cm) London, 1840.

Maps and charts of all kinds were in vogue with
the Victorian public; this one reveals the sheer
complexity of the world that cartographers were
grappling with. According to this 1840 table, at
least 54 different scales were in common use
to measure distance around the world.   From
Turkish Hours of March to the Persian Farsang
and the Castilian Legal League, the measures
varied substantially. England alone had three
units of measure: the geographical mile, the
statute mile and the English Marine League.  

It is hardly obvious that this table of solid, straight
lines is actually concerned with rivers. From the
top to the bottom of the page, the world’s great
rivers are straightened to form a chart of their
comparative lengths. The lines are numbered and
given an alphabetical code by the first letter of the
river’s name. These are then referenced on the left
half of the map. For example, there are three rivers
in the ‘A’ category: the Amazon, the Amur and the
Arkansas.

At this time, maps were commonly engraved
with as many as five scales, depending
upon the common measures in the country
of the publication. This practical chart was
an incredibly important reference tool.
Furthermore, it is easy to imagine why the
scientists of the era were so eager to prioritize  
classification and standardization.
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This system hardly illuminates the course of the
world’s rivers, as this chart preceded research
into the vast continental interiors.   Following the
publication of successful works such as these,
there was a burgeoning exploration movement
following rivers to their sources. The key contains
memorable numerical information about each river.  
Indeed, scientific measurement and arrangement
take precedence in this comparative chart.

The Aesthetics of Comparison
Comparative charts of the world’s various geographical features were incredibly popular in
England during the Victorian Era. Some were more rigorously scientific than others: these two
maps highlight how different cartographers approached comparative mapping. Scales and
numerical measures took precedence on a scientific map. In contrast, illustrated and decorative
elements appealed to Gothic sensibilities at the time and made charts like those on the right
more accessible.
10. Stieler (A.): [Mountain Ranges of the World] steel engraving, 14 x 11 in. (36 x 28 cm) Gotha, 1821.
As shown: right hand side. Please click on the hyperlinked image to view the map in full on our website.
The map shown on the left is highly scientific. The world’s highest peaks are graphed against a clearly
marked scale which is consistent across the page. Mountain ranges are colour coded and shown together
to mark which are highest in elevation.  As a whole this abstract arrangement requires close examination.
11. Tallis (John): A Comparative View of the Principle Waterfalls, Islands, Lakes, Rivers, and Mountains
in the Eastern Hemisphere steel engraving, 14 x 10 in. (36 x 25 cm) London, 1851.
This ornate chart compares figurative sketches of the world’s waterfalls, islands, rivers, lakes and
mountains within a highly decorative frame. No measurements are shown, instead striking imagery
predominates. A small key contains some technical information but  even without this the symmetrical
arrangement is legible. Pieces like this were produced with an emphasis on the finest decoration. Many
of these design elements went on to be reproduced by cartographers throughout the late 19th century.
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B. High Victoriana and Its Influence
In charts where the overall composition takes precedence over technical accuracy, presentation
transforms the information it contains. These glorious abstractions compare geographical
features around the world with astonishingly different approaches to similar subjects. The
inventive and decorative arrangements are bold but effective. Pieces like this include additional
explanatory text, which would aid in discovering much about the physical geography of the world.
12. Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge: A Map of the Principal Rivers steel engraving, 12 x 16
in. (30 x 40 cm) London, 1834.
The world’s rivers are shown in their full extent from the centre to their sources at the margins. The
course of each river includes its tributaries and even other bodies of water. It is possible to identify the
location by the dashing pattern used to draw each river from a key below the title. There are mountain
ranges and international boundaries shown alongside. A circular scale radiates from the centre, allowing
the rivers lengths to be measured in English miles.
13. Reynolds (John): Panoramic Plan of the Principle Rivers and Lakes chromolithograph, 9 x 11 in. (23 x
28 cm) London, c1850.
In this chart, a panoramic view over a hypothetical plain allows the principal lakes and rivers around
the world to be seen in comparison. A verdant pyramid is formed by the rivers flowing in parallel.  Brown
conurbations along each river also indicate major cities.  As no scale is shown, it is not entirely clear
between the Amazon, the Yangtze or the Nile which was considered the longest in 1850! This arrangement
divides the lakes and rivers by hemisphere on the page, while the lower margin lists corresponding
details in minutia. Although the new world was not yet truly explored, more than half the page is allocated
to rivers and lakes of Europe in the Eastern Hemisphere and reflects contemporary knowledge.
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14. Meyer (Joseph): Botanische
Geographie lithograph, 15 x 11 in. (38 x
28 cm) Hildburghausen, c1845.
Compiled from scientific publications by
Alexander von Humboldt during the early
19th century, this chart uses a sectional
perspective to illustrate plants which
can grow at various altitudes. Scientific
botanical names are printed into the
cutaway of a great volcanic mountain,
complete with a puffing ash cloud. Such
charms attract more attention than
the botanical description within the
mountain; it is extraordinarily detailed.
15. Reynolds (James): The Earth and its
Atmosphere chromolithograph, 10 x 9 in.
(25 x 23 cm) London, 1849.
With this cross-section of the earth it is
possible to illustrate several scientific
concepts in relation to atmospheric
refraction. This clever diagram maps the
equator, showing the earth in relief from
the Galapagos to Borneo and the various
depths of the world’s oceans. The earth’s
crust is not illustrated, although the
volcanoes of Singalling in Sumatra and
of Pichincha in the Andes are depicted
in states of eruption! Descriptions at the
bottom includes several factoids, but the
merit of this piece is largely in its choice
of perspective.
16. Vogel, (C.): Comparative View of
the Principal Mountains of the Earth
lithograph, 14 x 10 in. (36 x 25 cm) London,
1857.
In this particular composition, various
continental mountain ranges are shown
in detail on each side of the page. The
adjacent descriptions highlight the
contrast between the Mountains of the
New World with rather tall Mountains
of the Old World.   On the image itself,
charming fauna are depicted and the
colouring indicates habitable regions
at altitude. Several elements on this
chart are already recognizable within
this catalog, which indicates a growing
tradition of comparative mapping.
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III. World maps and Empire
The whole business of mapmaking was tied up in the project of Empire. It is impossible to
underestimate the importance of British-led research in exploring and documenting the globe.  
Maps are a tool of Imperial power. They are used to draw political borders and aid in the
administration of vast areas of the globe. Imperial motives simultaneously enabled access to far
flung lands which in turn became markets. London publishers had access to a colonial market
which was both international and English-speaking. Therefore, compiling a map of the British
Empire itself became an important part of these publications.
17. Vincent (Howard): Map of the British Empire chromolithograph, 72 x 66 in. (183 x 168 cm) W. & A.K.
Johnston Edinburgh, 1921.
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‘Union is Strength’ declares this wall map of the British Empire at its greatest extent in 1921 after the
Treaty of Versailles. Economic statistics in the lower left hand corner reveal a growing self-awareness
of the Commonwealth of Nations, which formed during this period. An inset provides historical context,
showing the growth of the British Empire since 1713 and 1815. Comprehensive in scope, exhaustive in
detail and mighty in size, Vincent’s map was a triumph of British cartography.

18. Phelps (Humphrey): World at One View lithograph, 30 x 21 in. (76 x 53 cm) New York, 1847.
A double hemisphere map in the tradition of the Dutch Golden Age world maps, this Victorian piece
updates the idea for the 19th century. Although not strictly either a thematic map or showing the British
Empire, it is a world map with an imperial mindset.   Vignettes surround the map with descriptions of
the world’s places and races. In the corners portraits of the Mongol, Malay, African and Caucasian set
the tone. Below the map itself, all the various female costumes of the world are shown corresponding
to their region of origin. Likewise, on the sides of the map the mountains of the eastern and western
hemispheres are displayed so that their relative height can be compared. Finally, surrounding the map
are further sketches of scenery and landscapes around the globe.

19. Nisbet (James): Pictorial Missionary Map chromolithograph, 28 x 19 in. (71 x 48 cm) London, c1880.
Finely engraved and in exquisite original printed colour, this pictorial map is in the tradition of great
decorative world maps. Its mission however, is evangelization. The map itself, like we have seen before,
colours the continents according to their dominant faiths including Mahometan, Heathen and the
‘Decayed Christian Churches’. Missionary stations are shown in bold, taking precedence over established
settlements. This vigilant Christian description continues throughout the vignettes surrounding the map,
extolling conversation, liberation and celebrating the power of the gospel. This map preaches Christianity,
hinting at the powerfully persuasive role which maps can play.
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20. Crane (Walter): Imperial Federation Map of the World showing the extent of the British Empire in
1886 chromolithograph, 30 x 22 inches (76 x 56 cm) London, 1886.
A masterwork of Victorian illustration, this richly decorated map is surrounded by alegorical figures
representing the peoples of the British Empire. These portraits idealize and exalt Imperial citizens, shown
in repose in various national costumes. All manner of beasts are also depicted: bats, moose, tigers and a
kangaroo.  The steamship routes link the colonies, which is presided over by Britannia. Advancements in
colour printing and paper technologies made this large wall map one of the first of its kind.
This piece brings together several strands of technical and artistic development in the great Industrial
era to create an instantly recognizable map of the world. Crane was a draughtsman and painter, heavily
involved in the emerging Pre-Raphaelite movement. He went on to found the Arts & Crafts Exhibition
society and gained renown for his work as a graphic artist and instructor at the leading arts schools of the
day. Crane’s illustrations elevate the decorative map to inspiring heights not seen since the Dutch Golden
Age but readily accessible to a vast new audience.
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21. Bartholomew (G. & J.): The British Empire Throughout the World chromolithograph, 8 x 7 in. (20 x 18
cm) London, 1896.
This is a fine miniature example of what would have been a widespread map.  Imperial possessions are
coloured red and steamship lines circumnavigate the oceans; this map defined how so many people
saw themselves as part of the Empire. Surrounded by symbolic emblems, the shields of Canada, India,
Australia and the Cape Colony decorate the map under the aegis of the royal crest. At the time, this might
be been considered only a world map but it formed an understanding of global citizenship.

22. Anon: Oxo Is Used All Over The World chromolithograph, 6 x 5 in. (15 x 12 cm) c.1930
This miniature map of the world was a complementary collectible found in boxes of OXO bouillon for sale
during the 1930s. When viewed next to the map of the Empire above, it is clear how British corporations
like OXO gained access to international markets and shipped their products as part of a global network.
The Empire is shown outlined in red on the map and a sliding device lists statistics for key markets such
as population and landmass. This product hints at international commercial ties, which is the subject of
many an infographic map today.
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IV. Victorian Infographics
Maps convey a particular understanding of a place. As we have seen in comparative maps
throughout the Victorian period, this visual methodology became increasingly diverse. Towards
the end of the 19th century, technical and decorative representations began to transcend the
geographical function of a standard world map. Once the world’s geographical features were
increasingly common knowledge it was important to convey ideas. Thus maps became tools
for comparative political geography and development, and for businesses to evaluate global
investments or justify commercial ventures.
23. Johnston (W. & A. K.): Commercial Chart of the World lithograph, 72 x 46 in. (182 x 116 cm) London,
1885.
This commercial chart is so large it unfolds in two parts. The size of this folding map does justice to the
multitude of steampacket, mail and train routes which snake around the world in incredible detail. A chart
like this considers the world as connected by global commerce and it integrates transportation networks
long before international systems became genuinely interlinked. Insets along the bottom margin enumerate
the rail systems and telegraph cable lines in New England, Europe and several British colonies, notably
including the Suez. The most current geography populates this chart, including substantial information
about the coastline of Antartica. This map envisions a globalizing world at time when mastering these
links galvanized international development. Infographic maps like this reveal information in a compelling
way to dispay the patterns and trends which generate commerce.
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24. Perthes (Justus): Ubersicht des Telegraphen und der Dampfschifffahrt un Die Erde chromolithograph,
10 x 15 inches (26 x 38 cm) Gotha, 1867.
Global connectivity in the 19th century relied upon cables, rail and steam. This piece depicts those routes
already in use and under construction to form the first worldwide communications network. The North
Atlantic cables are shown, although they had just been laid in 1865 and 1866. Published only in 1867,
Perthes also sketches a hypothetical new telegraph line extending north from British Columbia across the
Bering Sea to link North America with Asia. It is fascinating to see a map published during the revolution
in transport infrastructure which envisions a truly interconnected world.

25. Cram (George): Chart of the World showing Distances Save by the Interoceanic Canal of Nicaragua
and Costa Rica chromolithograph, 14 x 11 in. (36 x 28 cm) Chicago, 1897.
Fifteen years before the Panama Canal was built, this map was one of many which promoted building
an ‘Interoceanic Canal’. It would have great political and commercial consequences; the canal required
the cooperation of global financial backers and international engineering expertise. Charts like these
supported the idea: tables and route maps show the potentially shorter distances between major
commercial ports. Illustrating the canal proposal in this way allowed an international business community
to seriously consider the logistics of such a radical opportunity.
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26. Scottish Geographical Society: General Sketch map - Coloured to Show Approximately - The
Geographical Value of The Best Maps of All Countries of The World lithograph, 17 x 13 in. (43 x 33 cm)
Edinbrugh, 1890.
How much of the world had been mapped as of 1890? Regions of the world are shaded to show the state
of geographical knowledge at the time. The best known maps were drawn from exacting trigonometrical
work to produce detailed topographical surveys. For the most part, Europe and India had been
comprehensively mapped, which was an incredible achievement. Scientific surveys were also conducted
in parts of the continental United States, particularly in the populous East as well as in gold and silver
mining districts where the mapping had lucrative results.
Less rigorous surveys, though detailed, had also been carried out in Canada, Argentina, China, as well
as in most of hte British colonial territories. This map indicates that the rest of the world was only known
through general geographical maps produced from single reports and travel itineraries. Only the poles
remained entirely unexplored however even that was soon to change. This fascinating map challenges
the authority of any map by examining the accuracy and credibility of geographical research.
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VI. Continuous Evolution

We can only allude to the continuous evolution in data visualization since this time. Whole degree
programs within graphic design are now devoted to its study and the majority of online news
providers commission infographics to accompany their content. This discipline in its infancy
during the Victorian era laid the foundation of a practice which shapes our understanding of the
world. The categories here - from scientific and comparative charts to thematic maps - provide
structure for historical discussion.

Globalizing trends in the late 19th century formed an educated and international audience for
the mass production of cartography. Comparative and thematic pieces were produced in addition
to orthodox maps. A new visual language emerged as the graphic presentation of information
became more abstract and less directly related to pure geography. Each chart in this catalogue
contains such detail that they must be examined individually and in context.  The most revolutionary
pieces proceeded to become some of the most recognizable maps of the twentieth century.
Indeed, world maps have shaped contemporary understanding to the degree that a ubiquitous
economic table or commercial chart could hardly be considered an infographic today. Thematic
maps are powerfully compelling and infographics will continue to shape debate into the future.

Tel: +44 (0)20 7589 4325								 maps@themaphouse.com
Twitter: @themaphouse								 www.themaphouse.com
We
hope you have enjoyed this catalogue. All our maps can be viewed online on
our website. Please do not hestate to contact us if you have any further questions.

